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SOME ASPECTS OF SEGAL ALGEBRAS
(Conferenza tenuta il 9 aprile 1975)
Sunto. — Le « Algebre di Segal » sono ideali densi nell’algebra di gruppo. 
I risultati, riportati in questa nota, mettono in luce alcuni comportamenti che 
in qualche sense rendono simili (vedi paragrafo I), o differenziano (para­
grafo II), queste algebre, dall’algebra di gruppo.
La maggior parte dei risultati riportati pud essere trovata in [l]r[7].
Segal algebras are dense ideals in group algebras. They behave 
in some sense like group algebras (see section I), but they also are 
quite different in some other sense (section II). Most of the results 
mentioned below can be found in [l]-[7].
G denotes a locally compact group, C(G) the space of bounded 
continuous functions on G, C0(G) the space of continuous functions 
vanishing at infinity, 7>(G), 1 < p < °o, the usual Lp spaces with 
respect to some left Haar measure dx on G. If G is commutative we 
denote by G its dual group and write f for the Fourier transform 
of a function f E L1(G). If A is a Banach algebra, is the space Z A 
of left multipliers i.e. of bounded linear operators T on S with 
T(ab) = (Ta)b for all a, b E The closure of a subset J 4 A is JA. G j c. 
We say that A factorizes if any a E A can be written a= b • c with 
b, c E A. A has right approximate units, if for any a E A and e > 0 
there is some wE A such that |a — am]A < e; if there is a constant 
K > 0 such that u can be chosen with norm |%|A < K, then A is 
said to have bounded right approximate units. It is clear what will 
be meant by left approximate and bounded left approximate units. 
If A is a Banach-*-algebra, i.e. a Banach algebra with isometric 
involution, A is called symmetric if for any a E A the element a * a 
has positive spectrum. The spectrum of a commutative Banach al­
gebra B is the space of algebra homomorphisms from B onto the 
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complex numbers. All algebras and vector spaces under conside­
ration are complex.
Definition 1. - Let G'a locally compact group. A Segal algebra 
S' in L3(G) is a dense linear subspace of L3(G) which is a Banach 
space under some norme | |s and satisfies:
(1) There is some D > 0 such that |f|s > D|/|i for all f E S
(2) If for f E S and x E G we define xf by xf(y) = /(a;-3 y) for y £G, 
then xf £ S for all f E S, x E G, and there is some C > 0 such that
| zf\s < C |/|s for all x E G .
(3) For f^S the mapping x xf is continuous from G to S (it 
suffices to require continuity at the identity of G).
By vectorvalued integration it follows that S is a left ideal 
in Z?(G) and
(4) \f*d\s < C l/li | g\s for /E A1 (G), g E S
in particular
(5) |/* g\s < C • D-1 |/|s | g\s for f,g E S .
So, in an equivalent norm, S is a Banach algebra.
Definition 2. - Let A be a Banach algebra. An abstract Segal al­
gebra (or: left normed ideal) in A is a dense left ideal B of A which 
is a Banach space under some norm | |B and satisfies:
(6) There is some D >0 such that
| b |jb > JD | b |a for all b E B
(7) There is some G > 0 such that
| a b |b > G | a |a | b |j? for all a E A , b E B .
This last inequality is automatic and follows from the preceding 
assumptions.
Obviously, any Segal algebra in a group algebra L3(G) is a left 
normed ideal in L3(G); it always has left approximate units.
Conversely a left normed ideal in L](G) having left approxi­
mate units is a Segal algebra. This follows by means of (7) and the 
Cohen factorization theorem.
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Examples. - a) Let G be the circle group and S be C(G) with the 
usual norm. S' is a Segal algebra in LGG).
b) Let G be the circle group and B be L°° (G). Then B is a left 
normed ideal in //(G), but it is not a Segal algebra, since trans­
lation is not continuous.
c) Let G be the circle group and S be LP(G), 1 < p < °o. Then S 
is a Segal algebra in Zd(G).
d) For G locally compact abelian and 1 < p < oo let
S = {/€ Z1 (G) |/C L? (G)} with norm |/k = |/|i + l/l? •
Then S is a Segal algebra in L1(G).
e) For G locally compact and 1 < p < co let S = Z?(G) A LP(G) with 
norm |/|s == |/|i + \f\P . Then S is a Segal algebra in Z?(G).
/) For G locally compact let S — ZA(G) A G0(G) with norm |/|s = 
= |/|i + \f\x • Then S is a Segal algebra. The algebra B — 
= L1(G)AG(G) is a left normed ideal in LGG).
g) Let A be the Banach algebra of compact operators on infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space and let B be the subspace of Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. B is a left 
normed ideal in A.
I.
Theorem 3. - a) Let A be a Banach algebra and B be a left normed 
ideal in A, and suppose that A and B have right approximate units. 
If Z is a closed right (two-sided) ideal in A, then IA B is a closed 
right (two-sided) ideal in B, and the mapping Zt-»ZAZ? is bijective 
from the set of closed right (two-sided) ideals in A onto the set of 
closed right (two-sided) idealts in B. The inverse mapping is given 
by J JA.
b) For maximal modular left ideals the corresponding statement 
holds without the assumption on A and B to have approximate 
units.
It is not known if part a) of the above theorem can be extended 
to closed left ideals.
Corollary 1. - If A is semi-simple, so is B. The converse holds 
if and only if A satisfies {aeA|aA = 0} = {0}.
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Corollary 2. - If A is a Banach-*-algebra and B is a left normed 
ideal in A with B* — B, then B is symmetric if and only if A is.
Proposition 4. - Let A be a Banach algebra and B a left normed 
ideal in A. For any strictly irreducible vector space representation 
n of A, the restriction ti|b is a strictly irreducible representation 
of B, and the mapping is bijective from the strictly irredu­
cible representations of A onto those of B.
Corollary. - Il G is a locally compact abelian group and S is a 
Segal algebra L1(G), then the spectrum of S' is equal to the spectrum 
of L1(G), hence to G. From Theorem 3 we obtain that a closed 
subset of G is of spectral synthesis for LX(G) if and only if it is of 
spectral synthesis for S'.
Proposition 5. - Let A be a Banach-* algebra and B a left normed 
ideal in A with = B. The restriction mapping n h> tt|b is bijective 
from the Hilbert space representations of A onto those of B.
II.
Right approximate units in left normed ideals are always un­
bounded :
Proposition 6. - Let A be a Banach algebra and B a left normed 
ideal in A. If B has bounded right approximate units, then B = A.
Left normed ideals may factorize, they may even have a left 
unit (though they may not have a right unit as we have just seen), 
but it is not known if a Segal algebra can factorize. A partial 
result is
Proposition 7. - Let G be a locally compact nondiscrete abelian 
group with dual group G. Suppose G to be compactly generated and 
let V = 17"1 be a generating compact subset of G. Let S' be a Segal 
algebra in Lr(G) with S' = {f\f E S}czLp(G') for some finite p. Let 
/ 0 E S' be such that all translates of f by elements of G are in S.
If there is a real polynomial P such that
| a.?|? < P(»)
for all a e Un and all n E N, then S does not factorize.
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Segal algebras may have more left multipliers than the cor­
responding L’-algebras. If G is a locally compact group and S a 
Segal algebra in !?(£), any operator T MtlAtG)) leaves S inva­
riant, so that T\s is in M(S), but the map T T\s need not be 
surjective, as is seen from the following example: Let G be the 
circle group. Then S = L2(G) (with its usual norm) is a Segal al­
gebra in LX(G). Any f£L°° (G) — lx defines by Fourier transfor­
mation some Tf c M (S), but only functions that are transforms of 
bounded measures have G M(LX(G)).
Summary. — Segal algebras are dense ideals in group algebras. The results, 
reported below, point out that Segal algebras behave in some sense like group 
algebras (see section I), but they also are quite different in some other sense 
(section II).
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